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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Ohi platform! We’re so happy that you’ve taken the next step in delighting your customers by offering 
an incredible post purchase experience through instant delivery.

Now it’s time to let the world know!

And trust us, they should. We’ve found that brands who promote Ohi same-day delivery to their customers have 
realized significant gains in critical business metrics. This includes:

◉ 120% increase in repeat purchase rate
◉ 35% increase in LTV
◉ 28% increase in cart conversions

This deck will take you through different programs you can run to promote Ohi instant delivery and 
provides you with real-world examples of what other brands have had success with.
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CO-MARKETING BEST PRACTICES
Tell your customers 
in eligible markets that their favorite 
products are immediately available 
through instant delivery.

● Promote instant delivery across a 
wide range of channels

● Include the Ohi brand or name in 
content when possible

● Explain to your customers how to 
access instant delivery for your 
products

● Market the solution across your 
website funnel

● Make the delivery service choice 
clear in the shipping section of 
your checkout
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TEXT MESSAGING
If your company uses text message 
updates to communicate with your 
customers, make sure to let them know 
they may be eligible for same day delivery 
on their next order.
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EMAIL Amp up your email marketing by advertising Ohi instant delivery.

Tailor some of your email 
marketing around events 
or holidays where quick 
delivery is especially 
valuable.

TIP

Use zip code based 
segmentation to message 
eligible customers with a 
slightly different message.

Let them know the 
products you are 
promoting are available 
to them in 2 hours!
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Get the word out directly to your business’ biggest fans by messaging Ohi instant delivery on social media.
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PAID ADVERTISING Make Ohi instant delivery a part of your paid marketing plan. Adding messaging around 2 hour 
delivery to your PPC ads is a great way to boost engagement and click-through-rates.

Display Same Day Delivery 
within your creative in cities 
where Ohi instant delivery is 
available.

TIP
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PR ANNOUNCEMENTS

Read the full press release here

Putting out a press release announcing your partnership with Ohi to provide instant shipping 
is a great way to spread the word. Ohi has PR resources available to help our retail partners 
if needed.

Read the full press release here
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https://www.bloomberg.com/press-releases/2021-10-21/the-alkaline-water-company-enters-the-quick-commerce-space-in-new-york-and-los-angeles-by-partnering-with-ohi
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20220222006145/en/Ohi-Partners-with-Beverage-Makers-Cann-and-Magic-Mind-to-Offer-Ultrafast-Local-Delivery-to-Their-Customers-in-Major-US-Metro-Areas
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WEBSITE Add instant delivery messaging to your website as a callout.

Take advantage of Ohi’s 
partnership with Ecocart 
to advertise carbon-
neutral deliveries.

TIP
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All of our retail partners 
display the Ohi widget on their 
website. 

The widget will automatically 
display when Ohi same-day 
delivery is available to 
customers right on your 
product page.

The Ohi widget boosts 
conversions by promoting the 
service availability prior to 
checkout.

CONVERSION-
BOOSTING WIDGET
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SHIPPING STRATEGIES

Don’t Do This:

Same Day - Ohi         $12
Next Day - Ohi          $10
Next Day - FedEx      $22
2nd Day - FedEx       $15
Ground - USPS          FREE

Do This:

FAST & FREE DELIVERY ABOVE $X

Order >$X:

Same Day - Ohi         FREE
Next Day - Ohi          FREE
Ground - USPS          FREE

Order <$X:

Same Day - Ohi         $Y
Next Day - Ohi          $Z
Ground - USPS          $W

Too much choice can create
a lot of confusion

Recommended Approach: FAST & FREE DELIVERY ABOVE $X

Order >$X Order <$X

SHARED OBJECTIVES FOR SUCCESS

ALSO drive conversions by applying your minimum shipping costs and 
subsidize your Instant Delivery capabilities.

Ohi Service Rate - Minimum Shipping Cost = Consumer Facing Fee for Ohi Service
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Let us do a case study 
about your brand and 
you’ll be featured on our 
website!

BONUS

We love to talk about our retail partners’ awesome products on the Ohi social media accounts! Have your brand featured by sending your 
approved marketing materials and brand guidelines to the Ohi marketing team (marketing@ohi.com). This includes stock photos, videos, and 
anything else you would use for product promotion.

OHI SOCIAL MEDIA
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Ohi is happy to help advertise your 
product to our followers through 
Ohi-hosted social media giveaways.

We will create a contest post on our 
Instagram account and promote it, driving 
followers to both our account and the 
sponsor’s account. This is absolutely free 
to our sponsored partner (though we 
certainly welcome prize sponsorship). We 
also advise our partners to promote the 
giveaway on their page as well, in addition 
to accepting a collaboration status on the 
contest post.

Contact us at marketing@ohi.com if you’re 
interested in participating.

The bigger the prize, the 
more buzz you can 
generate!

TIP

SOCIAL MEDIA GIVEAWAYS
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THANK YOU

QUESTIONS? LET’S CONNECT!
info@ohi.com


